
phone, online or in person when they want to add
functions or features to make the most of their software.
Only a tiny proportion of our support team’s time is spent
solving problems for customers or fixing errors, it’s all
about helping them to use their software more effectively
and get more value from their investment.
“We have different levels of support available depending

on customers’ requirements. Some need online help with
data changes, whereas others choose to have regular
virtual meetings with us so that they can continually hone
their software to make sure it keeps pace with their
business.” �

www.businessmicros.co.uk/support

An automatic swing door operator that is completely
hidden from view has been introduced by GEZE UK.

The UFONT is a new underfloor automatic swing door
drive. It boasts a much wider range of capabilities and
features than its predecessor including manual use via the
smart swing function.
Providing maximum transparency and meeting

aesthetic and access demands the UFO NT is hidden in
the floor and so overcomes the problem of a limited area
at the top of the door frame, perfect for use with glass
facades or listed or historical buildings with structural
limitations, or where automatic doors are required but
with an operator that is not visible.
The UFO NT can be used on any type of door – glass,

wood or metal and is especially suitable for use where
vandalism could be a problem. It is also suitable for
retrofitting.
It provides compliance with the demands of the

Equality Act and the building standard BS EN 8300.
Developed from the GEZE Powerturn operator the
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According to the latest figures from Business Micros,
the industry is pouring time and resources into

updating and enhancing its software at record rates. Calls
to the company’s dedicated support team based at
Penpont in Scotland are 9% up this year compared to
2021 and 20% up compared to 2020.
The majority of these calls are program requests from

customers who are adding new product lines to their
manufacturing set ups or machine enquiries when they
are investing in new saws and CNCs. There are also
growing numbers of customers calling for support in
updating costings and pricing and making the most of
efficiency focused features such as materials batching
modules.
Jude Knowles, Business Micros’ head of operations,

says: “If you take these calls as a barometer of what’s
happening in the industry, then there’s clearly plenty of
growth and diversification going on as fabricators invest in
products and machinery; but also a renewed
determination to increase efficiency, which of course is
what our EvoNET business management software is all
about.
“Our core market for both EvoNET and our Evolution

manufacturing and processing software is PVC-U
fabricators. Calls were increasing in 2021 when the
market was booming, and fabricators needed their
software to help them to do more, and that has continued
throughout 2022 when there have been signs of a
tightening in the market and it has become more about
optimising what our customers already have in order to
save on costs and protect margins.
“80% of our customers have a level of support contract

with us because it gives access to our expert team on the

Answering the call

Jude Knowles

UFO NT has a higher IP rating (IP 67) making it suitable
for external doors, and a higher closing force than its
predecessor size EN1 - EN4. In addition, it can operate
leaf widths up to 1250mm on external doors and
1600mm on internal doors, and leaf weights up to 125kg.
The smart swing function enables large doors to be
operated manually with ease, though if the door is
manually opened at high speed the operator will apply
motor resistance to slow it down. Using a redundant
spring system, the smart swing function allows the
operator to be fully motor-controlled until power failure
or fire alarm activation. �

www.geze.co.uk.

Completely under wraps
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Transport glass and fabrication specialists Dellner
Romag and Dellner Percy Lane, have launched their

new website as part of the ongoing transformation of the
company’s brand and increased offering.
Dellner Glass Solutions incorporates Dellner Romag a

specialist laminated glass processor based in Consett,
County Durham, Dellner Percy Lane, a metal fabrication
manufacturer based in Tamworth, and architectural
glazing specialist Dellner Wizard based in Luton.
Combined, these firms have over 150 years’
manufacturing experience employing highly skilled work
forces programming state of the art machinery and
software.
The creation of Dellner Glass Solutions unifies an

extensive range of specialist personnel and expertise for
the global transport, architectural and security markets.
Boasting an extensive combined experience and enhanced
production capabilities, the business creates solutions for
global glass and fabrication requirements.
CEO Mikael Petersson says: “The Dellner family has

grown and evolved over the last two years. We have
refreshed our brand to reflect our journey so far, and we
are excited for the new opportunities the future will bring
with the group of businesses that form part of Dellner
Glass Solutions.
“We are committed to ongoing growth and innovation

within all business units, Dellner Glass Solutions
represents the connection between our businesses,
people, and our global client base. We have exceptional

Grown and evolved

Mikael Petersson

Carl F Groupco has reported that sales of its pull bar
handle ranges have doubled in the past year.

Managing director John Crittendensays: “Contemporary
designs are a clear trend in doors at the moment.We see
this reflected in sales of our pull bar handles, which make
a strong contemporary style statement.
“We have long-standing relationships with Europe’s

most innovative manufacturers. It means we have the
flexibility and competence to ensure our ranges always
reflect current market trends in this dynamic industry, as
the increase in demand for our pull bar handle shows.”
The company offers Yale Elite T-Bar pull handle.

Manufactured using 316 stainless steel, the handle suites
perfectly with the Elite Escutcheon and Elite central knob
for a seamless design solution.The handle is available in
two fixing versions, back-to-back fix or bolt fix. A cranked
design is also available for applications where increased
frame and hand clearance is required.The product comes
with a 25 year anti-corrosion guarantee (subject to correct
installation and maintenance) and a 10 year mechanical
guarantee.

Also available are
Hoppe Arrone pull
handles. With a brushed
stainless steel finish, the
handles are available in
inline and offset (cranked)
variations and 700mm,
1400mm or 2000mm bar
lengths. Bolt through or
back-to-back fixing
options are available to
suit the application, with
all fixing screws supplied
as required to suit timber
doors. The range stocked
by Carl F Groupco covers
door thicknesses of 44 –
54mm in a variety of
lengths to suit the desired
look. The handles suite
with key wind up or
automatic door locks such
as the FUHR 833 or Yale
AutoEngage. �

www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

Pulling its weight

talent in our teams, and technology innovation within the
group represents the next generation of outstanding
service to our industry.” �

www.dellnerglass.co.uk
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